
Meet at Crystalbrook, Cairns



Welcome to 
Tropical North 
Queensland
Best known as the gateway to the 
World Heritage-listed Great Barrier 
Reef and the world’s oldest tropical 
rainforest, the Daintree. Tropical North 
Queensland (TNQ) is the only place in 
the world where the ‘Rainforest meets 
the Reef’.

Stating the facts:

• Average yearly temperature is 290C

• More than 2.6 million people visit  
every year

• The Great Barrier Reef is home to 
more than 1,500 species of fish, 
2,900 reefs and 900 islands

• 600+ activities available for visitors 

• Cairns has the largest fleet of 
vessels to experience the Great 
Barrier Reef - the largest coral reef 
system in the world



Responsible 
Luxury  
Travel with a lighter footprint

At Crystalbrook Collection Hotels and Resorts we aspire to 
protect the environment and create sustainable experiences 
that enhance, rather than compromise the guest experience. 

• We have replaced traditional plastic guest room 
key cards with wooden keycards, made from 
100% recycled wood.

• We’ve said no to plastic water bottles and instead 
offer biodegradable and reusable glass bottles, 
removing more than 375,000 plastic bottles  
each year. 

• Small plastic bathroom amenity bottles have been 
replaced with Crystalbrook Immersion large pump 
bottles. By using large pump bottles, we save 
approximately 1.9 million bottles from going into 
landfill each year!

• Our straws, disposable bags and takeaway 
containers are plastic-free, made from corn, sugar 
cane and related environmentally friendly and fully 
degradable materials.

• Through the use of technology, such as in-room 
iPads, we have removed an estimated 90% of the 
paper found in a typical five-star hotel room. 



Welcome to 
Crystalbrook 
Collection 
Cairns
 
Three unique properties, with 877 rooms 
right in the heart of Cairns.  
Enjoy breathtaking views of the Coral Sea 
and the hinterland of Cairns.

Indulge in nine restaurants and bars that have 
all your desires covered.

With vast meeting spaces at each property 
catering for large conferences or intimate 
board meetings there are plenty of ways to 
entertain at your next event.

Cairns Airport

Crystalbrook  
Bailey

Crystalbrook  
Flynn

Crystalbrook  
Riley

Cairns  
Convention
Centre

Port of Cairns



Meet  
Crystalbrook Riley
Crystalbrook Riley promises a fresh approach 
to hospitality. With a personality of its 
own, Crystalbrook Riley is a sophisticated 
character with a playful outlook on life.

Guests can expect understated elegance, 
contemporary design and a splash of fun.  
Residing in a prime location at the northern 
end of the iconic Cairns boardwalk and only 10 
minutes from the international airport. 

Enjoy life’s little luxuries with signature spaces 
to mingle, relax, work and play. Adding to this 
a lagoon swimming pool spanning over 1,000 
square metres with a private manmade beach.  
 
Take the time to truly ‘live in the moment.’

Fast Facts:

• Luxury five-star resort

• Total 311 rooms and suites including  
258 rooms with private balconies 

• Pillarless meeting spaces with natural light 
and modern technology 

• Unique event spaces and three restaurants 
including a rooftop bar overlooking the 
Coral Sea

• Located on the Esplanade and the closest 
5 star resort to Cairns international airport 
(10 minutes drive)





Rooms  
and Suites 
Explore our five-star hotels and resorts in Cairns, 
the gateway to the Great Barrier Reef.

Like siblings, each hotel and resort share 
many similarities, but each is also unique 
and maintains its own personality. Live in the 
moment with Crystalbrook Riley. Get to know 
our thoughtful, arty one, Crystalbrook Bailey. 
Or let your hair down with our social butterfly, 
Crystalbrook Flynn. 



Meet  
Meaningfully
With a vast selection rooms and suites with a 
view the selection of accommodation across 
the three Crystalbrook Collection proprieties 
will be sure to impress. We have a total of 
877 rooms and suites all within a five minute 
walking distance of each other.



Able to accommodate  
up to 280 people 

Emulating the sights and tastes 
of Asia, Paper Crane offers a 
culinary experience like no other. 

Taking advantage of tropical 
Queensland’s fresh produce, 
the modern Asian inspired 
menu instantly transports 
you to the bustling streets of 
South East Asia. 

The theatre of the kitchen 
extends in to the dining room 
where groups can dine on whole 
crustaceans and large cuts of 
Crystalbrook Beef presented by 
our Chefs at the table.
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Able to accommodate up to 
150 people

270 degree panoramic views of 
Cairns and the Coral Sea,  
Rocco is the city’s highest rooftop 
bar and restaurant. 

Capturing the sights of Cairns 
with influences from afar, 
Rocco is a proud reflection of 
Mediterranean history mingled with 
a contemporary take on cuisine. 

Committing to locally sourced 
products and small artisanal 
producers, the chef delivers 
a mouth-watering menu that 
embodies the essence of authentic 
Mediterranean dining. 

Full disclosure, you might not want 
to share after your first bite. 
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Eléme Day Spa has been designed 
for the ever-evolving, ever-
changing, magnificent you.

Located at both Crystalbrook Riley 
and Crystalbrook Flynn our stellar 
menu is designed to flex, so our 
therapists can personalise each 
treatment to best suit you… your 
body, your skin, your mood on the 
day of your visit.

So whether you’re in need of a 
facial, super-circulation stimulation, 
mammoth detoxification, skin 
firming, smoothing, tightening, 
lifting, fixing or the ultimate 
muscle-melting rubdown, we’ve got 
you covered.

Say goodbye to the world of fussy 
and fluffy and think fresh and 
fabulous and walk out your best, 
dazzling self.



Zone I
Length  11.8m
Width    11.6m

Zone II
Length 13.7m
Width   9.4m

Zone III
Length 11.3m
Width   9.4m

Verandah

Pre-function space

Pre-function space

Zone IV
Length 10.1m
Width   7.7m

Zone V
Length 10.1m
Width   7.8m

Zone VI
Length 10.1m
Width   6.3m

Lobby

Pool

Main
entrance

Crystalbrook 
Riley Events 
Crystalbrook Riley offers a 
diverse range of modern, 
versatile meeting zones, all with 
natural light. 

Each zone offers a 
flexible range of set-ups 
accommodating events  
for up to 420 people.
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Length 
(m)

Width
(m)

Height
(m)

Area
(sqm)

Theatre Banquet Classroom (3) Boardroom U-Shape
Comfortable 
Cabaret (8)

Comfortable 
Cocktail

Zone I 11 11.5 3 127 96 90 48 20 38 72 130

Zone II 9 13.5 3 122 108 110 72 20 41 88 120

Zone III 9 11 3 99 84 80 48 20 35 64 100

Zone I-II 9 25.5 3 230 200 200 132 70 56 160 230

Zone II-III 9 25 3 225 190 190 132 70 56 152 225

Zone I, II, III 9 37 3 333 300 280 192 112 77 224 330

Zone 4 8 7.5 3 60 45 50 27 20 20 40 60

Zone 5 8 7.5 3 60 45 50 27 20 20 40 60

Zone 6 8 6 3 48 35 40 18 20 20 32 50

Zone 4 - 5 8 15.5 3 124 100 100 54 70 35 80 120

Zone 5 - 6 8 14 3 112 90 90 54 70 32 72 110

Zone 4, 5, 6 8 22 3 176 140 140 81 112 44 112 175

Crystalbrook Riley Event Space Capacity Breakdown

West Wing

East Wing

Seating Capacity



Meet 
Crystalbrook Bailey
Crystalbrook Bailey is modern, innovative and 
has a true appreciation for all the arts.  
Crystalbrook Bailey loves originality, individuality 
and attention to detail.  
 
Staying with Crystalbrook Bailey, you’ll find 
artists in residence and artwork from across 
Australia displayed in and around the hotel, 
as well as art events for all guests to enjoy. 
Featuring our signature steakhouse CC’s Bar and 
Grill which hero’s our paddock to plate story you 
will find it to be one of the most distinguished 
restaurants in Cairns.

With 255 spacious rooms filled with design 
details that will appeal to your inner artist, you’ll 
be sure to leave enchanted and enriched. 

Oh, and the Wi-Fi is fast and free – obviously!

Fast Facts:

• Five-star hotel, opened November 2019 

• 255 rooms including 38 one, two and three-
bedroom residences

• CBD location within a few minutes walking 
distance of Cairns Convention Centre and 
Reef Fleet Terminal

• Pillarless meeting spaces with natural light and 
modern technology

• Pachamama, rooftop outdoor venue 
overlooking the Cairns skyline for up to 
270 pax

• CC’s Bar and Grill, renowned for its steak 
direct from Crystalbrook Station





Rooms, Suites 
and Residences
Explore our five-star hotels and resorts in Cairns, 
the gateway to the Great Barrier Reef.

Like siblings, each hotel and resort share 
many similarities, but each is also unique 
and maintains its own personality. Live in the 
moment with Crystalbrook Riley. Get to know 
our thoughtful, arty one, Crystalbrook Bailey. 
Or let your hair down with our social butterfly, 
Crystalbrook Flynn. 

Crystalbrook Flynn, Urban one bedroom suite

Crystalbrook Riley, Sea panoramic

Crystalbrook Bailey, Urban King



Able to accommodate up to 
150 people

Drawing inspiration from 
Crystalbrook Station and 
the ruggedness of the 
Australian outback, CC’s Bar 
and Grill is redefining the 
traditional steakhouse.

Famous for its steak, 
which comes directly from 
Crystalbrook Station  
(three-hours drive from Cairns), 
CC’s celebrates the best of 
Australian produce.  

The stellar menu is derived 
from quality, fresh harvest that 
befits the earthy tone of the 
restaurant. Local ingredients 
and the finest beef are used to 
create the hearty, flavoursome 
dishes that offer exhilaration with 
every bite.

Warm, comfortable and inviting 
dining experience inspired by 
the Australian outback Premium 
wine list with a focus on key 
Australian producers.
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Able to accommodate up to 
300 people

Level three is where you’ll 
find Pachamama. With stylish 
fusion of Latin flavours that’s 
as colourful, bountiful and 
passionate as Pachamama (Earth 
Mother) herself. 

Think dreamy afternoons that 
turn into heady nights. 

Sip cocktails influenced by 
the Caribbean, hello Mojito, or 
perhaps a frozen Margarita is 
more your style. 

Drink, dance, explore the menu 
with all your senses.  

See you on the rooftop, you can 
choose your own adventure.  
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Pre-function space

Pachamama

Lift

Aplin Street

Birds eye view
Level 3 

Pool

Aria I 

Archie 
boardroom 

Aria II Aria III D
ec

k

Outdoor  
pre-function space

Crystalbrook 
Riley Events 
Crystalbrook Bailey offers 
a diverse range of modern, 
versatile meeting zones, all with 
natural light. 

Each zone offers a 
flexible range of set-ups 
accommodating events for up 
to 420 people.



Crystalbrook Bailey Event Space Capacity Breakdown

Length 
(m)

Width
(m)

Height
(m)

Area
(sqm)

Venue Hire  
(if applicable)

  
Theatre

 Banquet (8)
Classroom 

(3)
Boardroom 

(3)
U-Shape (3) U-Shape (3) Cocktail

Event Spaces 

Aria I 6.16 7.21 2.8 44.41 42 - 48 24 18 18 15 18 60

Aria II 6.85 9.35 2.8 64.05 48 - 60 40 36 12 18 30 80

Aria III 8.03 6.85 2.8 55.01 57 32 27 12 18 24 60

Aria I and II 6.85 15.51 2.8 106.24 64 48 120

Aria II and III 6.85 17.38 2.8 119.05 100 72 63 36 54 120

Arias (I-III) 6.85 23.54 2.8 161.25 96 161.25 72 200

The Archie 
Boardroom

7.37 3.6 2.8 26.53 26.53 26.53
10 - (9 AV) 
12 - (11 AV)

26.53

Event Spaces 

Seating Capacity



Meet  
Crystalbrook Flynn
Crystalbrook Flynn is the younger sibling to 
Crystalbrook Riley and Crystalbrook Bailey and 
like many younger siblings, Crystalbrook Flynn 
likes being the centre of attention.

Crystalbrook Flynn likes to entertain our 
guests… not just accommodate them. Guests 
can be assured of truly dynamic food and drink 
experiences – there is always a DJ ready to play 
and a martini ready to be shaken.

Just steps from the Esplanade boardwalk, 
Crystalbrook Flynn features 311 stylish rooms and 
suites and a contemporary wellness centre set 
within lush tropical gardens.

Oh, and the Wi-Fi is fast and free – obviously! 
 
Fast Facts:

• Five-star hotel, opened in November 2020

• Total 311 rooms, including 18 luxury suites 

• Central Esplanade location within walking 
distance of Cairns Convention Centre and 
Reef Fleet Terminal

• Pillarless meeting spaces and modern 
technology

• Unique outdoor event spaces in addition to 
three restaurants 

• Boardwalk Social, largest in-house venue 
overlooking the Esplanade and able to 
accommodate up to 400 pax





Rooms  
and Suites
Explore our five-star hotels and resorts in Cairns, 
the gateway to the Great Barrier Reef.

Like siblings, each hotel and resort share 
many similarities, but each is also unique 
and maintains its own personality. Live in the 
moment with Crystalbrook Riley. Get to know 
our thoughtful, arty one, Crystalbrook Bailey. 
Or let your hair down with our social butterfly, 
Crystalbrook Flynn. 



Able to accommodate up to 
400 people

If gourmet food, good vibes and 
live music sound like your thing, 
Boardwalk Social is your jam.

This market-style food and 
beverage hub is the stomping 
ground for all things delicious 
with a focus on local ingredients.

Take your pick of food from the 
land, the sea or that comes in 
a bun, nourishing salads, pizza, 
tacos, sides or go straight for 
dessert! Beverages are plentiful! 
The extensive menu featuring 
local brews and nips will wet 
your thirst.

This tasty precinct is an 
eclectic home for live music, 
performances and local and 
touring DJs.
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Able to accommodate up to 
180 people

Bringing a little bit of Italy to Cairns, 
Flynn’s Italian is Crystalbrook 
Collection’s signature Italian 
restaurant.

All about beautiful communal dining 
experiences, Flynn’s is loud, fun and 
family-style food with a warm and 
inviting vibe that is quintessentially 
Italian.

Speaking to the history of Italian 
immigrants and the surrounding 
farmland, Flynn’s celebrates its 
agricultural heritage with local 
produce. 

Whether you’re in the mood for 
a hearty pasta or a classic beef 
carpaccio, Flynn’s Italian has you 
covered. Each dish is expertly 
crafted, ensuring you savour the light 
mix of fresh, Italian flavours.

The extensive Italian wine list will 
leave you spoiled for choice, but if 
wine isn’t your thing, the sumptuous 
cocktail concoctions will not 
disappoint.

We suggest you bring your appetite.
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Able to accommodate up to 
200 people

Putting a modern spin on the classic 
whisky and wine garden, Whiskey and 
Wine exudes serenity with its draping 
greenery and ambient setting.

Showcasing boutique Australian 
producers, this sophisticated bar 
serves delectable share plates of 
home-style delicacies, decadent 
sweet and savoury canapes and a 
mouth-watering spread of modern 
Australian snacks.

With an impressive assortment of 
local and imported wines to satisfy 
every palette, an expansive whiskey 
selection and an elegant array of 
cocktail blends, you will be left spoilt 
for choice.
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Eléme Day Spa has been designed 
for the ever-evolving, ever-changing, 
magnificent you.

Located at both Crystalbrook Riley 
and Crystalbrook Flynn our stellar 
menu is designed to flex, so our 
therapists can personalise each 
treatment to best suit you… your 
body, your skin, your mood on the 
day of your visit.

So whether you’re in need of a 
facial, super-circulation stimulation, 
mammoth detoxification, skin firming, 
smoothing, tightening, lifting, fixing 
or the ultimate muscle-melting 
rubdown, we’ve got you covered.

Say goodbye to the world of fussy 
and fluffy and think fresh and 
fabulous and walk out your best, 
dazzling self.



Birds eye view
Crystalbrook Flynn view

Esplanade

Boardwalk Social

Pre-functionPre-function

Flynns 
Italian

Pool

Change  
rooms

Hallway

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Bar
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Crystalbrook 
Flynn Events 
From cosy and informal 
to playful and outrageous, 
Crystalbrook Flynn can curate 
a space for whatever function 
you’re hosting.

Three meeting spaces 
accommodating up to a  
total of 130 people at a time.



Length Width Height Area  Theatre  Banquet  Classroom  Boardroom U-Shape  Cabaret (8)  Cocktail

Event Spaces (sqm)

Level 1

Zone 1 6 13 3 78 80 60 36 38 44 48 80

Zone 2 6 6 3 37 40 30 18 14 20 24 35

Zone 3 6 6 3 37 40 30 18 14 20 24 35

Zone 1 - 2 6 19 3 114 120 100 54 56 62 80 115

Zone 2 - 3 6 12 3 73 80 70 36 34 29 56 70

Zone 1, 2, 3 6 25 3 150 160 140 72 74 80 112 150

Level 2

The Atrium 50 40 21 20 20 32 100

Seating CapacityCrystalbrook Flynn Event Space Capacity Breakdown



Cairns Off-Site
  
As the gateway to World Heritage-listed Great Barrier Reef, 
Cairns offers 600+ activities to visitors of the region.  
 
Explore Cairns with a range of activities and day tours.
 

Off-site activities 
Cairns Aquarium 
Cairns Aquarium
 
Cairns Zoom 
Cairns Zoom and Wildlife Dome
 
White Water rafting adventures 
White Water Rafting Cairns
 
Paddle Boarding adventures 
What’SUP Cairns 
 

Tours 
Local brewery tour 
Brewery Tours | Hemingway’s Brewery  

Cooking school 
Restaurant | Palm Cove & Cairns | Nu Nu Restaurant
 
Crocodile and wild life adventures  
Crocodile Adventures
 
Great Barrier Reef Trip 
Quicksilver Silver Swift

Tourism Tropical North Queensland


